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Let Q be a domain in P and T = C;,,,, (a, - &,(Jc)) a&)(& - ib,(x)), 
where the a,* and the bj are real valued functions in C*(Q), and the matrix 
(a&)) is symmetric and positive definite for every x E B. If Ta is the same as T 
but with b, = 0, j = l,..., n, and if u and Tu are in I&,,(P), then T. Kato has 
established the distributional inequality T0 1 u 1 > Re[(sign ri) Tu]. He then used 
this result to obtain selfadjointness results for perturbed operators of the form 
T - Q on R”. In this paper we shall obtain Kato’s inequality for degenerate- 
elliptic operators with real coefficients. We then use this to get selfadjointness 
results for second order degenerate-elliptic operators on R”. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let 
H = f (aj - tW4) Q&W, - %c(x)), (1.1 
j.k=l 
where the ujl, and the b, are real valued functions in Cl(Q), Sz being an open set 
in Rn. Assume further that the matrix (Q(X)) is s y mmetric and positive definite 
for each x E Q. In [9], T. Kato has shown that if u and Hu are in L&,,(Q), then 
H,, ] u 1 > Re[(sign z?) Hu], (1.2) 
where Ho is the operator with b, set equal to zero for K = l,..., n. The inequality 
(1.2) is taken in the distributional sense. 
In this paper we shall present a version of (1.2) which is valid for second order 
degenerate elliptic operators with real coefficients. We shall work with operators 
of the form 
H = f ajk(x) a$, + i bjaj , 
j,k=l j=l 
(1.3) 
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where the aik. are real functions in Cs(ln) and the bi are real functions in f?(G). 
We shall further assume that the matrix (Use) is symmetric and positive 
semi-definite. 
THEOREM 1.1. IfHis oftheform (1.3) amfifu undHu ~reinL~~,(Q),p > 1, 
then 
H 1 u 1 > Re[(sign@)Hu]. (1.4) 
Our methods do not indicate how to deal with complex valued coefficients. 
In case His elliptic, then our methods do allow the weaker hypothesis that II and 
Hu may be in Lo,,. 
It is a pleasure to record my thanks to Professor T. Kato for his interest in 
this paper and for a suggestion which materially improved the original version. 
He also pointed out a gap at one point in the original manuscript. 
2. SEMI-GROUPS AND MINIMAL AND MAXIMAL OPERATORS 
The purpose of this section is to develop the requisite material which is needed 
in the proof of Theorem 1.1. The theory will be partially probabilistic in nature, 
depending on the theory of stochastic differential equations and their associated 
semi-groups. Our development is roughly parallel to that given in [ 11. However, 
since there are a number of differences, we shall give a detailed development. 
In this section we shall consider a formal differential operator of the form 
H = i a&) c3,i& + f b,aj + c, 
i.k=l j=l 
(2-l) 
where the ufk: are real valued functions in Cs2(Rn), the 6, are real valued functions 
in C’,l(R”) and c is a real valued function in C,,(Rn). Further, we shall suppose 
that the matrix (uik(x)) is symmetric and positive semidefinite. The operator H 
has a formal adjoint given by 
H+ = f ujk(x) ajak + f b,+aj + c+, 
j.k=l j=l 
where 
bj+ = 2 f akujk - bj , 
k=l 
(2.2) 
By our hypothesis, the coefficients of H+ have the same properties as the coeffi- 
cients of H. We are considering an operator with a non-zero potential term c so 
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that statements and proofs we make about the operator H will hold as well for the 
operator H+. 
For any u ED(P), Hu is well defined as a distribution of order less than or 
equal to 2. Let us set 
Hi = H 1 C,,‘=’ 
H, = H 1 {uEL’: HuEL’}. (2.3) 
In the same way we may define the operators H,+’ and H,+. Clearly, Hi c H, and 
Hz’ C H,+. Let us now consider H,’ as an operator acting in Lp to itself, and 
designate it by Hi,, . We believe it is clear that for 1 < p < co 
(Hi,,)* = HP+, 
(H&j* = f& , 
;+;=1. (2.4) 
It follows that H, and HP+ are closed for 1 < p < co. Since H,+ is densely 
defined, it has an adjoint. Thus if 1 < p < co, it follows that Hi,, is closable in 
Lp and indeed its closure is (Hi,,) ** = (HV+)*. We shall designate the closure 
of Hi,, by He,, and call it the minimal operator in Lp associated with H. H, shall 
be called the maximal operator in LP associated with H. Clearly HO,p C H, and 
LEMMA 2.1. If (aiT( is th e matrix of coejkients of (2.1), then there exists a 
positive semi-defkite matrix u(x) which is Lipschitz continuous and so that 
(a&)) = !i+9- (2.5) 
Further, ;f E > 0 and aFk(x) = ajk(x) + E& , then ar(x), the positive square root 
of 2(a&(x)), is a factorization in the form (2.5) which is P(P). Further VU~(X) is 
bounded, uniformly in E, so that there is a subsequence {E’} of {E) so that d’(x) + U(X) 
uniformly on compact sets. 
This lemma is due to M. I. Freidlin [4]. See also [5, p. 1281. 
Let us suppose, for the moment, that c = 0 in (2.1), and let us consider the 
corresponding stochastic initial value problem 
d&t) = W(t)) dt + 4%)) dw(t), 
5(O) = x, 
t 3 0, 
(2.6) 
where w(t) is an n-dimensional Wiener process, b = (b, ,..., b,) and u is the 
matrix of (2.5). As is well known [7, Ch. 21, [5, Ch. 51, the problem (2.6) has a 
unique solution a.s., which we shall designate by t,(t). The differential generator 
(see [3, p. 1541 f or a definition) of the stationary Markov process t,(t) is the 
formal operator H of (2.1) with c = 0. 
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Let Pm be the space of bounded measurable functions on Rn with the usual 
supremum norm. There is a regular transition probability P(t, X, u’r) so that for 
UELP, 
s(t) 44 = GG!W)l = 1 U(Y) m, x, 4). (2.7) 
R" 
P(t, X, u’r) has the properties that for each pair (t, x) it is a probability measure 
on the Bore1 field of Rn; for every pair (t, A), where A is a Bore1 set in Rn, 
P(t, X, A) is a Bore1 measurable function of X; P(0, X, &) = 8, = Dirac measure 
at X; and the Chapman-Kolmogorov equations are valid. References are [3], 
[5] and [7]. 
From (2.7) it is clear that the operator s(t) is a contraction operator from 
gp” --+ Pm. That the collection {s(t): t > 0) is a semi-group is of course a 
consequence of the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation for P(t, X, @). 
LEMMA 2.2 (Feller property). If u is a continuous function in SF so is S(t)u. 
Proof. We first note that if xx --+ X, then for fixed t, &,(t) + t,(t) in proba- 
bility (see [7, p. 541 and [5, p. 1181). Since u is continuous u(&&t)) -+ u(&(t)) in 
probability also. Finally, since u is bounded, s(t) u(+J -+ s(t) u(x), using the 
representation (2.7). 
In general it does not seem to be possible to define A’(t) on the equivalence 
classes of Lm. However, if C, is the closed linear subspace of La consisting of 
continuous functions (or more properly, the equivalence classes of continuous 
functions), then it is possible to define s(t) on C, . Indeed, let [u] be the equiv- 
alence class in Lm of the continuous function u. Since [u] contains only one 
continuous function the operator 
W-9 
is well defined from C, + C, , by Lemma 2.2. Hence 
S(s) S(t)[u] = S(s)[S(t)u] = [S(s + t)u] = S(s + t)[u]. (2.9) 
In this way, we see that we can use {s(t)> to define a semi-group on C, n LP+ C,, 
1 < p < co. If we knew that for each t, s(t) was a bounded operator from 
C, n LB -+ C, n L” for 1 < p < co, then we could extend {s(t)} uniquely as a 
semi-group from LP -+ LP. We want to show that in our situation this can be 
done. We shall use the simpler notation s(t) instead of s(t) since we think that 
no confusion will result. 
However, before we do this we would like to generalize the situation to include 
non-zero potentials c. In this case we shall consider the bounded semi-group on 
_EPm -+ Deem given by the Feynman-Kac formula 
T(t) u(x) Et E[el~c(~Js94( CQt))] . (2.10) 
580132/3-4 
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That T(t) is a bounded operator from 9% --f ga is clear since c is bounded. 
That T(t)u is continuous if u is continuous follows from the fact that c is con- 
tinuous. Indeed, suppose xii --f X. Then [7, p. 541 
SUP I 5& - 5&l - 0 
OS& 
in probability. 
Hence, for any subsequence of {x~} there is a subsequence {yk} such that 
sup I 5,,(s) - 5&I - 0 
OS& 
almost surely. 
Therefore, since c is continuous, we have that c(t,(s)) --f c([&s)) almost surely, 
independent of s in [0, t]. Thus by Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem 
s 
t c(&&)> ds - t45&)) 4 as. 
0 I 0 
Now, since u is continuous ~(&,,(t)) --f u([,Jl)) a.s. Thus, using Lebesgue’s 
dominated convergence theorem in (2. IO) we see that T(t) u&) + T(t) U(X). 
Since {JQ,) is a subsequence of a subsequence of {xlc}, and the same considerations 
hold for every subsequence of {x~> we see that T(t) u(x,) + T(t) U(X). 
That T(t) is a semi-group on SE -+ Ym is a consequence of the Markov 
property. Briefly a proof goes as follows. Let t,+r(t) = s: c(&(T)) dr, and let 
f;(t) = (t,(t), &+r(t)). [i(t) is a solution of an (n + I)-dimensional stochastic 
differential equation of the form (2.6) with &(O) = (x, 0) E Rn+l. Let E:,,(t) be 
that solution of the stochastic differential equation with [LJs) = (x, 0). One then 
constructs a probability space, an (n + I)-dimensional stochastic process f(t), 
and a family {Pz,S} of probability measures o that for any f E LP(Rn+l) we have 
E[f K&N = -K!,Jf b!vNl. Now* if u E LP(Rn) we take f(~, xn+r) = 
U(X) exp x,+r . Then we get 
T(s) T(t) U(X) = E[e’~cc’z,cT”dTT(t) u&(s))] 
= E~.o[er~C(F’(5))dsT(t) ugyt))]. 
By the Markov property, 
T(t) u([‘(t)) = E,,(,),s[el”“(E’(7))d+U(Sr(t))] 
= E~,s[,l~c(f’(T))diu(gr(t)) 1 9y] 
= E~*o[,l~c(f’(7+S))dr*(51(t + s)) 1 sq, 
where et” is the smallest a-field with respect o which the family {F(T): s < T < t} 
is measurable. Putting this into the previous equation leads to 
T(s) z-(t) u(x) = E~,O[$:+~C(C’(~))d~u(~~(t + s))] = T(s + t) u(x). 
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Thus we have the following statement. 
Lemma 2.2 is true for the semi-group (2.10). (2.11) 
As we mentioned before, it may not be true that {S(t)} can be defined as a 
semi-group from Lm -+ Lm. The reason is that for each pair (t, x), P(t, X, dy) may 
not be absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure. Thus if u and w 
are equal a.e. with respect to Lebesgue measure, it may not be true that 
S(t) U(X) = S(t) w(x) a.e. with respect to Lebesgue measure. However, if the 
differential generator of the process &(t) is elliptic (with suitable growth restric- 
tions on the coefficients), then it is well known [5, p. 1491 that P(t, X, a’y) is 
absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure so that {S(t)} may be 
defined from La + Lm. 
Since the operator H of (2.1) is degenerate lliptic we have no hope of proving 
that the semi-group of (2.10) can be defined from Lm -+L”. However, if in (2.1) 
we replace aik by a$ = ajk + E& , E > 0, and call the corresponding operator 
HE, then HE is elliptic and the corresponding semigroup {P(t)} can be defined 
from L” + Lm. We record this formally. 
LEMMA 2.3. If u and v are in PaE and are euqal a.e. with respect o Lebesgue 
measure, and if {F(t)} is given by (2.10) (with t%(t) replaced by t;(t)) then 
P(t) u(x) = P(t) w(x) for every x and every t > 0. 
Proof. Since HE - c is elliptic the transition probability of the process txc(t) 
is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure for t > 0 [5, p. 1491. 
Hence for any u E P and t > 0, 
W) 44 = JwE,w)l = s,” 2% x9 Y) U(Y) dY. 
Thus if u = w a.e. with respect to Lebesgue measure it follows that P(t) u(x) = 
S(t) w(x) for every x and t > 0. Since SC(O) is the identity operator we have the 
equality for t = 0, a.e. 
Now consider the semi-group {P(t)}. We have 
) 7-(t) u(x) - P(t) w(x)1 < E[eE:c(c~(s))ds 1 u&‘(t)) - v(.&‘(t))l] 
< eMtS’(t) 1 u - v 1 (x), (M = sup c). 
But I u - w j = 0 a.e. Lebesgue implies P(t) 1 u - w 1 (x) = 0 for all x and 
t > 0. Hence P(t) U(X) = P(t) W(X). 
From Lemma 2.3 it follows that {P(t)) can be defined onLm n L2. We want to 
first show that it is a bounded operator from this space into L2, so that it may be 
uniquely extended to be a semi-group of bounded operators from L2 -+Lp. 
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LEMMA 2.4. Each operator in the semi-group {Tc(t)) is bounded as an operator 
jkw?lL* nL=-+Lm nL2. 
Proof. Let us, at first, suppose that the ajk , the b, and c belong to Corn. We 
shall later remove this restriction. As is well known [6, p. 2631 there is a funda- 
mental solution p(t, X, y) for the Cauchy problem 
Hcu - ?! = 0 
at ’ 
u(0, x) = u(x). 
This fundamental solution has derivatives of all orders in all variables, and 
moreover for t > 0, 
(2.12) 
where M,(t) and h, are positive constants, M,(t) being bounded, as a function oft 
in every finite interval [0, T]. If u E C,(P) and 
44 = s, U(Y) P% ~9 Y) 4, (2.13) 
then 
au@, 4 ~ = H’u(t, x), at u(t, x) --t u(x) as t-+0. (2.14) 
We claim that Tc(t) U(X) = u(t, x). Indeed, let &c(t) be the solution of the 
stochastic initial value problem (2.6), with uE in place of a. For t fixed and 
0 < s < t, apply Ito’s formula to zr(t - s, tz’(s)) exp j: c(tzf(7)) dT to get 
= E s ’ eh(f:(T))a’ 0 [ 
HEu(t _ s, &c(~)) _ au@& Ty(‘)) 1 ds = 0, 
r < t. 
Now let Y -+ t and we have our assertion. 
To prove the boundedness of Tc(t) we follow the proof in [l]. For convenience 
of notation let us set ut(z) = u(t, x) = Tc(t) U(X) and suppose u is real. It 
follows from (2.14) that for any constant OL, 
aec% t 
at = e+-.t[Hcq - at] (2.15) 
=e -at[aja;,akut + 6. VU, + (C - cd) 14~1, 
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where Bk = bk - xj a& , and where we are using a summation convention in 
(2.15). Let 0 < + E Co”; multiply (2.15) by cat+ut , and then integrate over 
[0, t] x Rn to get 
~{u,iYju;,&p, + ~$6 - Vu, + (c - a) I u, la} dx a?. (2.16) 
An integration by parts gives 
Integrate the last integral by parts to get 
Also, an integration by parts yields 
Using these computations in (2.16) we get 
I p+{e-2nt 1 ut I2 - 1 Y I”} dx 
1 U, la {Qa,&a,$ + +C - g div(@) - a+} dx. (2.17) 
Let {&,} be a sequence of functions in Corn so that 0 < +,,, < 1, &,, = 1 on 
the supports of all of the coefficients of H, & --, 1 as m + co, and the second 
derivatives of +,,, remain bounded, uniformly in m. Then, for every m it is clear 
that for 1y sufficiently large, independent of E for 0 < E < 1, the right hand side 
of (2.17), with +,,, in place of +, is non-positive. Hence, letting m + co we see 
that there is a sufficiently large (Y so that 
II T@)U 112 < @ II u II2 - (2.18) 
Thus P(t) is bounded from C, n L* -+ L2, and hence may be extended uniquely 
to a bounded operator from L* -+ L2. Although it is not important for us it is 
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clear that this extension coincides with TE(t) on La n L2. We have carried through 
(2.18) for u real. Clearly it holds for complex u as well. 
Now let us remove the C” conditions on the coefficients. Let /, be a 
Friederich’s mollifier and set 
E.7, ajk = J dk = J,,a,, + 4 , 
bi” = J,bj ) c” = J,,c, 
where the ajk , bj and c satisfy the original hypotheses. The coefficients azin + a& , 
bjn --f bj and c” + c uniformly in Rn. Let t:“(t) be the corresponding process and 
Tea”(t) the corresponding semi-group. Now, as we noted before in a similar 
context, 
in probability as 7 + 0. If we work in the same way as we did before the state- 
ment (2.11) we see that 
TeB’$t) U(X) --t TE(t) u(x), 
pointwise as r] -+ 0. Thus if we use Fatou’s lemma and (2.18) it follows that 
(2.18) is valid under the original hypothesis on the coefficients. 
Let us label the semi-group acting from L2 --+ L2 by {T,‘(t)}. Corresponding to 
the operator H+C = HE+ we have a semi-group {T?(t)} which also satisfies 
(2.18). We want to show that the adjoint of TzE(t) is T,+‘(t). In order to do so we 
shall need several preparatory lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.5. {T2C(t)} and {T:(t)> are (Co) semi-groups. If A2E and A:’ are 
their infinitesimalgenerators, respectively, then H,,, C A2c, Hafi C AF. 
Proof. We shall carry through the proof for {T2c(t)}, the proof for {Tzf’(t)} 
being the same. Clearly it is enough to prove continuity at t = 0 for elements 
in Co2. Thus for u E Co2, let us apply Ito’s formula to u(tsc(t)) exp $, c(&~(s)) u’.r 
and take expectations (see [3, p. 3531). We get 




t T2’(s) H%(x) ds. 
0 
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If we take the L2 norm of both sides of (2.19) and use (2.18) we get 
Thus {T,E(~)} is continuous. 
Using (2.19) we also have for u E Corn, 
T2’W 44 - 44 
t 
- H%(X) = f /” [T&.‘(s) - I] H%(x) ds. 
0 
Taking the L2 norm of both sides we have from (2.20), 
T,‘(t)u - 24 
- H’u t I/ s 2 < f ot II[T2’(s) - I) H’u II2 ds 
< sup lI[7’2’(4 - 11 Hcu II2 + 0 as t-+0. 
o<s<t 
This shows H,‘:, c AaE. But since A,’ is closed Hi,2 C A2E. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let B be a Banach space, (W(t)} a (Co) semi-group on B -+ B, and 
A its infinitesimalgenerator. Let C be a closed operator in B with C C A. Suppose 9 
is a dense subset of B so that u E 9 implies W(t)u is in the domain of Cfor all t > 0. 
Then C = A. 
Proof. Let w. be the type for {W(t)). Let Re 01 > wo; then A - 01 is a one-to- 
one map of B onto itself (with a bounded inverse). Since C - 01 C A - 01, it 
follows that C - OL is a one-to-one map with a bounded inverse from its range 
to B. Since C is closed, the range of C - o( is closed, so that if the range of C - 01 
is dense in B, it must be all of B. Thus if the range of C - 01 is dense in B we 
must have C = A. 
Let v E B* which is perpendicular to the range of C - 01. Let u E 9 and for 
fixed s > 0 let 
f(t) = (e-“tW(t) W(s)24 1v). (2.21) 
Since W(s)u is in the domain of A we may differentiate f with respect to t. Using 
the fact that W(t) W(s)u is in the domain of C we get 
f’(t) = (e-=“(C - a) W(t) W(s)24 1v) = 0. 
Thus f (t) is constant. Since Re 01 > w. , if we let t -+ co in (2.21) we see that 
f(t) --+ 0. Hence f(t) = 0. Thus for every s > 0 we have (W(s)u I w) = 0. 
Since W(s) -+ I as s --f 0 we get (u 1 v) = 0. But .Q is dense in B so that w = 0. 
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LEMMA 2.7. T2’(t)* = T?(t). 
Proof. Let us suppose, at first, that the coefficients of H are CeW. If u E C,, , 
it follows from the representation (2.13) and the estimates (2.12) that tit E Cm and 
all of the derivatives of ut are inL2 where we have set z+(x) = u(t, x) = TaE(t) U(X). 
Consequently, Hfu, EL” for t > 0. 
Let 4 E Cgm and 4 = 1 on the supports of the coefficients of H. We get for 
t > 0, 
H&h = W’u, + 2~ i &cut&d + ru,Acj. (2.22) 
k=l 
Now let #m E Corn, & = 1 on the supports of the coefficients of H, +,,, -+ 1 
as m + co, and the first two derivatives of & remain bounded, uniformly in m. 
If we use &,, in place of 4 in (2.22) and let m + co we see that H&,&,,ut --+ Heut 
in L2 as m -+ co. Since $,,,ut + ut in L2 and Hg,, is closed it follows that 
ut E D(H,‘,,); i.e. T22(t)C,, C D(H,‘,,) for t > 0. Thus we may apply Lemmas 2.5 
and 2.6 from which it follows that A2f = H,‘,, _C H2c, where A,< is the infinitesimal 
generator of {Tt(t)}. In the same way we find H,t,’ = AF C H,+‘. 
If we take adjoints in the last equality we get 
(@)* = (Ho+‘)* = H,‘. 
Hence (A,+()* has a dense domain and from the theory of adjoint semi-groups 
[8, p. 4261 it follows that H2e is the infinitesimal generator of {(T?(t))*}. But 
since A,’ C H,‘, and they are both infinitesimal generators of semi-groups it 
follows that A2E = H,‘. Hence (Tz+‘)* = T2c. 
Let us now remove the condition that the coefficients are C,,*. As we have done 
previously, we let J;, be a Friederich’s mollifier and set 
0 aj.k = Jnaa 9 bj” = J,bj 3 2 = Jg, 
where a. 3k , b, and c satisfy the original hypotheses. Let (T:,,(t)} and (Tpv(t)} be 
the corresponding semi-groups. Arguing as we did before (2.11) we see that for 
u E C, , T:*“(t) u(x) + T2E(t) u(x), T?“(t) u(x) + T,+‘(t) u(x) pointwise as 7 --f 0. 
If o E C,, we have 
(T;“(t)u [ v) = (u 1 T2*sn(t)v). (2.23) 
From the representation (2.10) it follows that 1 Tzn(t) u(x)1 < P” 11 IL llco ,
1 T+sn(t) w(x)] < cut 11 w llco for 01 sufficiently large, independent of 7. Thus we 
may use the pointwise convergence of T;*“(t) u(x) and Tpn(t) v(x) and Lebesgue’s 
dominated convergence theorem to get 
(T,‘(t)u I w) = (u I T,fb). 
Since C, is dense inL2, we have completed the proof. 
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LEMMA 2.8. Each operator in the semi-group {Tf(t)) is bounded as an operator 
fromL”nL”+L”nL’for 1 <p < co. 
Proof. As we have already noted, T’(t) may be defined as an operator from 
Lm -+ Lm. We have also noted that from the representation (2.10) we have 
11 T’(t)u /Im < & 11 u Ilrn . From (2.18) we get the same bounding relation for the 
La norm. Hence for each fixed t we may apply Riesz interpolation to get 
II W)u 114) Q t+ II 11 IIP 2 2<p,<co. 
Let us designate by TDc(t) the bounded map from L* -+ LP, 2 < p < CO. 
Suppose that u, e, E C,, . Then for 2 < p < co, Tc(t)u = TsE(t)u = Tzf(t)u and 
T+‘(t)w = Tp(t)w. Th us f rom Lemma 2.7, if 2 < p < co we have 
(T,W I 4 = (T,‘(t)u I 0) 
= (u 1 T,+w) = (u I T+‘(t)w) = (u I (T,‘)* w). 
Thus T+c(t)w = (Tsf)*w EL’. Since II TDf IID = II(T,,‘)* llq we see that T+‘(t) is a 
bounded operator from C,, + C n Lq. Thus it can be uniquely extended to a 
bounded operator acting from LQ + Lq, which coincides with T+c(t) on L* n Lq. 
In the same way we may show that T’(t) can be extended to be a bounded 
operator from LQ + Lq. 
Actually we also have this when 4 = 1. Indeed if u is a bounded measurable 
function which vanishes off of a compact set, then 
s 1 T,‘u(x)lq dx < eqat Rn s R” I 44I” dx. 
Pointwise we have I T,%(x)lq + I Ttu(x)l and I u(x)]” + I u(x)1 as q -+ 1. Since 
I u(x)Iq is bounded, uniformly in q in a neighborhood of q = 1, we may apply 
Fatou’s lemma and Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem to get 
1 1 TE(t)U 1 = 1 iii 1 T’(t>u 1’ d 5 1 1 T,‘” lq 
< lim eqat 
q+l s 
I 24 1’ 
<eat 1141. 
s 
Thus the proof is complete. 
We shall designate the extensions of {P(t)) and {T*(t)} acting from L” -+ Lp 
by {TDc(t)} and {T?(t)} respectively. As a corollary to the previous proof we have 
the following 
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COROLLARY 2.9. (TDc(t))* = T?(t), 1 <p < co. Further, there exists an 
a > 0 so that for all 0 < E < 1, 
II T,‘(t)11 + II CWII < eat. (2.24) 
At this point we would like to remark that there is an alternative way of proving 
Lemma 2.8 directly without using interpolation and adjoints, at least for c Holder 
continuous. One can then pass to continuous c as we did previously. Consider the 
representation (2.13) f or u E C, and the inequality (2.12). From the proof for the 
existence of a fundamental solution of a parabolic Cauchy problem, it is not 
difficult to see that in our case there is a /3 > 0 and a function M(t), bounded in 
every finite interval [0, T], so that 
1 ff(t, N, y)l < 3 exp - ’ I X,ty I2 . 
Thus for 1 < p < co, 
Consequently for 1 < p < co, P(t) can be extended as a bounded operator 
operator from L P +LP. Actually, if one checks the construction of the funda- 
mental solution, one finds there is an 01 > 0 so that M(t)//3@ may be taken as 
K exp at. Also, for c Holder continuous, we can get the adjointness relations for 
the semi-group by noting that ~(t, X, y) = ~+~(t, y x). 
We would now like to let E + 0 so as to obtain results corresponding to the 
ones above for the semi-groups {T(t)) and {Z’+(t)}. As we have noted before, 
these semi-groups are well defined on C, n LP, 1 < p < co, where recall that 
C, is the space of continuous functions in L". 
By Lemma 2.1 there is a sequence {E’}, E’ + 0, so that Us’ --f o uniformly on 
compact sets. For u E C, we have the stochastic representation 
T”(t) U(X) = E[e’~C($‘(S))dSu(~‘(t))], 
As we have noted before [7, p. 541, 
sup I ~~(s> - L(s)1 - 0 
OS& 
in probability as E’ ---f 0. Hence there is a subsequence (6”) of {E’} so that 
sup I I” - 5&I + 0, a.s., EN -+ 0. 
OS&t 
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Hence, as E” -+ 0, 
I t &Z”(s)) ds - 1” G(s)) & a.s. 0 0 
From this it follows, using the above representation for P’(t) U(X), and the 
corresponding representation for T(t) U(X) that P”(t) U(X) -+ T(t) U(X), pointwise. 
Thus, if we use Fatou’s lemma and (2.24) we get 
s 
R” 
1 T(t) u(x)]” dx = 1 
R” 
lii 1 T=(t) #(x)1” dx 
1 T=(t) u(x)l” dx 
Since C, n LP is dense in LP for 1 < p < cc, {T(t)} can be extended to be a 
bounded semi-group from Lp -+LP, 1 ,( p < co. Thus we have proved 
LEMMA 2.10. {T(t)} and {T+(t)} are bounded semi-groups from C, n Lp + 
C,nL=,l <p,(co. 
We shall designate the extensions of the above semi-groups from L* -+ LP, 
1 < p < co, by {Tp(f)} and { Tp+(t)) respectively. 
LEMMA 2.11. {T,(t)} and {Tp+(t)} are (Co) semi-groups from L” + Lp, 
1 < p < 03. If A, and A,+ are the corresponding infinitesimal generators, then 
HO,, C A, and Hafv CA,+. 
The proof of this lemma is exactly the same as the proof of Lemma 2.5, the 
only difference being that we work with the Lp norm instead of the L2 norm. 
LEMMA 2.12. T,(t)* = T,+(t), 1 cp < co. 
Proof. This is a consequence of Corollary 2.9. Indeed as we showed in the 
proof of Lemma 2.10, there is a subsequence {E’> of (e> so that if u E C, , 
I”;(t) U(X) -+ T,(t) U(X) and T?‘(t) ( ) u x -+ Tg+(t) u(x) pointwise as E’ + 0. 
Further, from the stochastic representation of T<‘(t) u(x) and T+E’(t) u(x), it is 
clear that these functions are bounded, independent of z’. Thus if u, v E Co , 
we may apply Lebesgue’s bounded convergence theorem to get 
(T&b I 4 = !i,yo K’W I 4 
= h(u 1 Tp+“(t)v) = (u I Tc+(t)v). 
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Since C‘s is dense in LJ) and LQ, and T3)(t) and Tq+(t) are bounded operators, the 
proof is complete. 
LEMMA 2.13. Ifc=Oandif~EC~~,thena,T(t)uisinL~,forl <p<co, 
1 <A,<#. 
Proof. Let us first consider the process fzc(t). By Lemma 2.1, u’(x) E C2. 
Hence by [7, pp. 55, 59,280] the partial derivatives of tzf(t) with respect to the x 
variable exist in the mean square of the probability space. Further, since u E Co2, 
it follows by [7, p. 2931 that 
a,w) ~(4 = wwzw . a,iw)i. 
From Lemma 2.1, WY(x) is bounded uniformly in E. Further Vbi is also bounded 
for everyj. Thus by [7, Lemma 3, p. 2841 it follows that E(] ak[zc(t)12) is bounded 
as a function of X, uniformly in E. Thus it follows from the representation for 
a,Te(t)u and the fact that Vu is bounded, that a,P(t) U(X) is bounded as a func- 
tion of x, uniformly in E. Thus it is bounded in L& , uniformly in E. Hence for 
each p in the range 1 < p < cc there is a sequence {e’}, E’ + 0 so that a,T”(t)u 
converges weakly in L&, , say to ub . By Lemma 2.1, Vd’(x) is bounded, uni- 
formly in E’. Thus there is a subsequence {E”} of {E’} so that u’*(x) + u(x) 
uniformly. By an argument which we have given several times before, 
Tc’(t) u(x) -+ T(t) U(X) pointwise. 
If 4 E Cam, then since Tc”(t) U(X) is bounded, independent of E”, we may apply 
Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem and get 
(W) u I 4) + P”(t) u I 9). 
Thus we get 
(Uk I 6) = &p,W)u I 4) 
= -$n(Tf’(t)u 1 a,+) = -(T(t)u 1 a,+). 
Hence a,T(t)u = uk EL~“,~ , 1 < p < co. But this implies that it is also in L:,,, , 
and the lemma is proved. 
Let A, and A,+ be the infinitesimal generators of {T,(t)} and {TD+(t)> respec- 
tively, 1 < p < co. 
PROPOSITION 2.14. H,,, = A, = H,, , 1 <p < CO. 
Proof. Let us, at first, drop the potential c and work with the operator 
L = +J ajkajak + 5 b,aj . 
j.k=l j=l 
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Let {S’Jt)} and {&,+(t)> be the semi-groups corresponding to L and Lf, and let 
B, and B,+ be their infinitesimal generators, respectively. Using Lemma 2.11 
we have L,t, C B,+. Takin g a joints gives (B,+)* C (Lofp)* = L, . From Lemma d 
2.12 we have s,+(t)* = &,(t), f rom which it follows that B, C (BP+)*. Indeed, 
this is immediate if we let u E D(B,+) and v E D(B,) and allow h to go to zero in 
the equality 
( 
S,+(h)u - u 
h Iv)=(uI y-v). 
Thus 
Lo,o C B, CL, . (2.25) 
Actually, since we now know that D((B,+)*) is dense in Lp we may apply the 
theory of adjoint semi-groups to infer that B, = (B,+)*. 
The proof now proceeds as in [l, Lemma 2.61, but somewhat easier. Let us 
set ZQ = T,(t)u, where u E Co2. Let J, be a Friederich’s mollifier and 4 E Corn, 
where 4 = 1 on the supports of the coefficients of L. Clearly +J,z+ E D&J and 
L,,,+J,ut =LJ,u~,~La. If &I is a sequence of functions, each like 4, and 
& --t 1 as k --f 00, then & J,,ut + ],,I+ in L” and Loss& J,,ut converges in Lp. But 
Lo,z, is closed so that Jnut E D(L,,,). 
Since u E D(L,,,) C D(B,) it follows that B,u, E LP. From (2.25) it follows that 
L,u, EL*. Thus J&IQ -+ L,u, in Lp as r] --f 0. If we write 
L = ajajkak + bt - i ajaj, a,, 
j=l I 
then it is not hard to see that since the coefficients of L have compact supports, 
and by Lemma 2.13, &T$(t)u ELBOW, L Jnut - J,&ut + 0 in Lp as 7 + 0 (see 
e.g. [9, p. 1461). Hence L,,,],u, = L,J,,ut -+L,ut in Lp as 7 -+ 0. Since L,,, is 
closed it follows that ut E D(L,). 
We have shown that Tp(t)Co2 C D(L,,,) C D(B,). By Lemma 2.6 it follows 
that L,,, = B, . 
Let us now add on the potential c. We have 
Ho., =L,,,+c = B,+cCA,. (2.26) 
Since multiplication by c is a bounded operator from LP + LP it follows that 
B, + c is the infinitesimal generator of a (C,) semi-group. But since A, is also an 
infinitesimal generator it follows from (2.26) that B, + c = A, and 
%zJ = 4. (2.27) 
In the same way we see that 
H,f, = A + P * 
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Taking adjoints of the last equality gives 
(A;)* = (H;,)* = H, . 
We see that (A,+)* is densely defined. But T,+(t)* = TD(t) so that the theory of 
adjoint semi-groups implies A, = (A,+)* = H, . This together with (2.27) 
proves the proposition. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 .l 
Let Sz, and Qi be bounded domains in Q with o0 C f& C Qi C Q, and let H 
be of the form (1.3). Let # E C,,ffi(Q) so that 0 < I,A < 1 and 4 = 1 on Q,, , and 
let H’ = a,bH. The operator H’ is degenerate lliptic on R” and is of the form (1.3). 
Suppose that u and Hu are in L!,,(Q). Let + E C,“(Q) so that 4 = 1 on Qh. 
Set u’ = +u; then u’ ED’(@) and 
H’u’ = #H+u = t,bHu ELP(R”). 
From this equation we see that if x E Q0 then H’u’(x) = Hu(x). Thus if we can 
prove the inequality (1.2) for H’ and u’, we will have proved it for H and u, at 
least in the distributional sense on 52, . But since 9, is an arbitrary subdomain 
of Q, (1.2) will be true in the distributional sense for Q. Thus, without loss of 
generality we may suppose that H is defined on LP(R’“) and that u and Hu are 
in LP(Rn). The above construction was suggested by T. Kato. 
If u is a bounded continuous function in LP(R”) then from the representation 
(2.10) we have 
u>o implies Tp(t) U(x) > 0. (3.1) 
That is to say {TV(t)} is a positivity preserving semi-group. It also follows from 
the representation (2.10) that 
I T,(t) 441 < T,(t) I u I (4, (3.2) 
a fact which also follows from (3. I), S ince C, n LP is dense in L*, (3.1) and (3.2) 
follow for all of LP, 1 < p < 00. 
Now suppose u and Hu are in Lp for some p, 1 < p < co. By Proposition 2.14, 
tl is in the domain of the infinitesimal generator of {Z’,(t)}. We have 
Re 
Re[(sign U) T,,(h)u] - I u I 
h 
< I T,(h)u I - I 21 I 
h (3.3) 
< T,(h) I u I - I u I , h . 
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By Lemma 2.12 we know that TJt)* = Ta+(t). Thus if 4 E Corn we have 
where H I u I is in the distributional sense. 
On the other hand as we have already noted, u E D(A,) = D(H,). Thus, 
Re((sign@) 1 “(‘i-’ 1 I+)-+Re((sign@)Hu 14). (3.5) 
If + > 0, then using (3.4) and (3.5) in conjunction with (3.3) gives (1.2). 
4. AN APPLICATION 
In this section we shall consider operators of the form 
H’=H-V= i a&) aja, + f bjaj - v. (4.1) 
J.k'=l 3=1 
The functions ajk are real and in C2(Rn), the functions bj are real and in C1(Rn) 
and V is real. Further, we suppose that (uik(zc)) is symmetric and positive semi- 
definite. Eventually we will assume that H is formally selfadjoint and under 
suitable restrictions on the a,, and V we will show that the minimal operator 
associated with H is selfadjoint. However, we shall first prove a preparatory 
result about a spatial class of operators of the form (4.1). 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Under the above assumptions on the coefiients of H+, and 
the further assumptions that V is bounded below, V E L:,,, , r > q, and the ajk an 
the bj are compactly supported, we have 
Hi2, = KY, 1 <P<Z f+i=1. 
Proof. Since the addition of a constant to V will not alter the relationship 
(4.1), there is no loss in generality in supposing that V > OL for any fixed ar we 
may choose. Let us recall that H[, is the closure of HV 1 Cgm and HDv = 
H” I (u EL’ : H”u ELM’). 
If we can show that H,” is one-to-one and H[, maps its domain onto LP, 
then from the fact that H[, C HDv, it will follow that Hl, = H,“. First let 
us show that H,” is one-to-one. Suppose that u EL’ so that HDvu = 0. We 
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want to show that u = 0. We have Hu = Fu. Now u and Vu are in Lf& for 
some 1 < p’ < p. From Theorem 1.1 we have 
Hlul >Re[(sign%)Hu] = V\u\ >arIuI;i.e.,(or-H)]uI GO. (4.2) 
Let w0 be the type of the semi-group {TJt)) associated with H,,, = H, . 
Ifa! > w,-, then LX - H, is a one-to-one map of the domain of H, onto LP. This 
follows from the fact that H, is the infinitesimal generator of {T,(t)}. Since 
{T,(t)} is a positivity p reserving semi-group, the operator (a - H&l is positivity 
preserving. Indeed, this follows immediately from the representation 
(LX - HD)-lu = Irn e-%“Jt)u dt. 
0 
Let AZ,, be the Banach space whose elements consist of D(H,) and norm given 
by 
II u 11~~ = II@ - H&J IL . 
The operator (II - H, is an isometric map of MD onto LP and thus (a - HJ-1 is 
an isometric map from LP onto MD . Thus (a - H,) induces the continuous 
adjoint map (a - H,)* froml”’ onto M$ and (a - HJ-l induces the continuous 
adjoint map [(a - H&l]* = [(a - HP)*]-l from M,* onto La’. We are giving 
M,* the usual norm topology of a dual space. If we make the usual identification 
of LP’ with LQ, then we may consider (a - HP)* as acting from Lq to M,* and 
[(a - H,,)*]-l as acting from M* to Lq. 
In conjunction with H, we may also consider the adjoint operator H,+. By 
the same analysis as above we can define the space M,f and find as before that 
01 - Hq+ is a one-to-one map of M,+ onto La and (a - H,+)* is a continuous 
one-to-one map of Lp onto M,+*. 
The distribution (a - H) I u I may be identified with an element in M,+* by 
defining for $ E Corn, 
46) = (4 I (a - 4 I u I) = 1 I u I (a - ftz+W 
Since Corn is dense in M,+, 1 may clearly be extended uniquely to a continuous 
linear function on M,,+; i.e., an element of AZ:*. Indeed, since ( u 1 EL*, it 
follows that (a - H,+)* I u / E M,f* and 
(4 I (a - %+I* I u I> = 1 I u I (a - f&+)4 = ($ I (a - H,) I u I), (4.3) 
where the parentheses on the left indicate the functional pairing between M,+ 
and its adjoint, and those on the right indicate the distributional pairing. Thus 
we see that (a - H,) I u I may be identified with (a - H,+)* I u I. 
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If + 2 0, it follows from (4.2) and (4.3) that 
(4 I b - f&+1* I u I) G 0. (4.4) 
The semi-group (Z’*+(t)} associated with H,+ is positivity preserving, as we 
pointed out in Section 3. Thus To+(t)+ > 0. Let J,, be a Friederich’s mollifier. 
If + E C,-,m, # vanishing outside the supports of the coefficients of H+, then the 
proof of Proposition 2.14 shows that Hg+#J,,Ta+(t)+ Ha+TD+(t)$ in Lg as 77 + 0. 
If 4 > 0, then from (4.4) we have 
(Tp+W I (a - &+I* I u I) = Q$ (4~h~a+(+$ I (a - H,+)* I * I> < 0. (4.5) 
Now form the Riemann sums 
H,+R{s,} = f dsjH,+T,+(sj)~ 
j=O 
(4.6) 
= f ds,T~+(s,) H,+#J + jot T,+(s) Ha++ ds, 
j=O 
the convergence being in L’ as I As, I --f 0. But 
T,+(s)+ ds = jot T,+(s) Hc+$ ds. (4.7) 
On the other hand 
H,’ 
s 
t Z’,+(s)rj a2 = TQ+(tW - 9. (4.8) 
0 
From (4.6), (4.7) and (4.8) we get 
w51--+ Jcb ~I?+(44 ds 
H,,+R{s,} --+ Ha+ lt Z’,+(s)4 ds, 
the convergence being in L@ as I As, I --f 0. From (4.5) it follows that 
(R{sj) I ta - H,+)* I u I) < 0. 
(4-9) 
5W32/3-5 
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Combining this with (4.9) we get 
(+ lot T,+(s)+ ds 1 (a - f-f,)* I u I) d 0. (4.10) 
Now let ~1 E D(H,,+) and v > 0. Let {&} C C,ffi(R”), & 2 0, k = 1,2 ,..., and 
so that Ck + w inLg as 12 + co. We have T,+(s)+, -+ T,+(s)w, uniformly for s in 
compact sets. Thus, 




Tg+(t) $k - $k 3 Ta+W - 2, = H + 1 
t t s 
t T +(+ ds 
BtoQ ’ 





Wt = t s 




H,+w, = Tt,+W - 9~ ~ H +, 
t Q 9 
Using this in (4.12) we see that 
(v I (a - H,+)* I u I) < 0, 
or what is the same thing 
(m - H,+)* 1 u 1 < 0 as an element 0~ M,+*. (4.13) 
Since (a - H,+)-l is positivity preserving, [(a - H,+)*]-l is positivity 
preserving on M,+*. Thus if we operate on (4.13) with [(a - H,+)*]-l we see 
that 1 u I = 0. 
We have now shown that HDv is a one-to-one map. It remains to show that 
H[, is onto. But this is now easy. First of all it is clear that (H[,)* = H,“‘. 
(Since Q 3 2, V EL{,, , r > q, Vu is a distribution for u ELg.) Thus if H& is 
not onto, there is a non-zero v E D(H,“+) so that for every u E D(H&) we have 
(H&u 1 v) = (u 1 H,y+v) = 0, 
i.e. (HQ+ - V)v = 0. Since q > 2, o and Vv are in LP’ for some p’ > 1. The 
analysis we have made above holds equally well for this situation so that v = 0. 
The proof is complete. 
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We now want to apply Proposition 4.1 to get conditions under which the 
minimal operator associated with a formally selfadjoint operator 
HY = 2 +z,,(x) a, - V(x) 
j.B=l 
(4.14) 
is selfadjoint in L2(R”). We shall suppose that the ujK are real and in C2(Rn) and 
that the matrix (ulk(z)) is symmetric and positive semi-definite. We further 
suppose that V EL:,,, for some p > 2, and is locally bounded below. 
Let $ be a non-negative function in C2(R”) with the property that there exists 
a sequence {sm>, s, + co so that if Q, = {x: d(x) < s,,,}, then Sz, is bounded, 
aSr, = (x: d(x) = s,}, and Stokes’ theorem may be applied over .Qm . Let us set 
(4.15) 
Using this notation we have the following theorem which generalizes the results 
of [l]. 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume the hypotheses given above for the coeficients of the 
operator HY of (4.14). Assume further that there exists a nonnegative function 
,y E P(R) so that xW2 is integrable on bounded subsets of {I: h(r) # 0}, and so that 
if xk1J2 is taken as any non-negative function on {Y: h(r) = 0} which is integrable on 
bounded subsets of this latter set, then we have 
s 
co 
-p/2 rz.z IQ (4.16) 
0 
x(t) < a [( ,‘I’] + b, 
x2(+(x)) q(x) > - c [lb’“’ xX-‘/~]~ - d 
(4.17) 
(4.18) 
where 1 < y < co, and a, b, c, d are positive constants. Then the minimal operator 
associated with HY is selfadjoint. 
Proof. Let Qk be a bounded domain in R” so that nm C G$ . Let I/ E Com(Rn) 
so that # = 1 on & and I/ = 0 on the complement of Qk . Let $I’ E Com(R”) so 
that I+Y = 1 on G$ . Let us set HI = t,bH, . The operator Hb is of the type 
considered in Proposition 4.1. Let u gL2(Rn) so that H,u eL2(Rn). Set u’ = #‘u 
so that u’ ELM and H&’ = #HVu ELM. Further Hhu’(x) = H+(x) for 
x E I& . Thus by Proposition 4.1 there is a sequence {uI} C Com(R”) so that 
ur -+ u’ and Hlu, + H;u’ in L2. 
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At this point the proof of the theorem proceeds in very much the same way as 
the proof of Theorem 2 of [2]. However since some of the details are different we 
briefly supply these details. Let us put e~l(t, s) = si xh-l12. Suppose u and H,u 
are in Lz(P) and let {ua} C Corn(P) so that u1 + u and H,u, + H,u in L2(QJ. 
An integration by parts gives 
=- s,,fi x*w*~~Hv~, + 2lam [x”wxh- l/* - xx’~2] ii,f2,a,2d,ai+, (4.19) 
where $-l/* is evaluated at +(x) and w is evaluated at (d(x), s,). 
Using (4.19) and working in exactly the same way as in [2] we find that if we 
set w(s) = ~(0, s), then 
jijj Ia, ~2 (1 - s)” a,a,u,a,i& = o(w2(sm)), m + co. (4.20) 
Now perform an integration by parts using so, w*(~(x), s,J ulH,u, , and then 
divide by w(s,) to get 
2 
s w2(sm> R, 
w(+(x), sm) xh-1/2iilajkaku,i3j~. 
(4.21) 
The left hand side of (4.21) is real so that 
As in [2], we can estimate the term on the right of (4.22) by 
(4.23) 
By (4.20) the limit superior of this quantity as I -+ co is o(1) as m + CO. Now 
take the limit of both sides of (4.22) as I -+ co, and then let m + co. We find that 
Im 
s 
izHvu = 0. 
R 
Consequently (H,u I u) is real so that the maximal operator associated with H, is 
symmetric. Thus the proof is complete. 
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